Fuleex’s Bounty Program
Fuleex will be starting its official Bounty Program in order to it supporters with FEXT. A total of
1% (3 million) of the total token supply will be assigned to the Bounty Pool. The program will
run until the end of the Token Sale. The bounties will be paid within 30 days after the end of
the Token Sale.

All bounty participants are required to join our Telegram Group:
Fuleex Official Group

Please check your participation as well as track your payment in this spreadsheet:
Fuleex Bounty Hunters

Campaigns
Telegram
Content Creation
Twitter
Referral Program
Bonus
Total

Amount
25%
25%
20%
15%
15%
100%

No. Tokens
750,000
750,000
600,000
450,000
450,000
3,000,000

Telegram
Help us spread the word in your Telegram group about Fuleex and earn tokens.
100-249 Members: 1 stake/post
250-749 Members: 2 stakes/post
750-2499 Members: 4 stakes/post
2500+ Members: 6 stakes/post
Application:
1. Submit this form: Fuleex Telegram Bounty Form
2. Check the status on this sheet (Telegram Bounty List) after 2 work days to see if your
group/channel is eligible to participate
3. Once approved, we will pm you a pitch and date to post in the group/channel.
4. Please post within the timeframe given in order to receive you rewards.
5. Send the screenshot of your post to @CHERCW on Telegram.

Content Creation
Spread the word with your original content and earn tokens by:
Blogging about Fuleex, promoting it in other forums, in your Facebook/LinkedIn group or any
other social outlet with a large outreach. Stakes earned will depend on quality (decided by the
Bounty Manager/ Fuleex after review):
Rejected: 0 stakes
Low: 1 stake
Medium: 2 stakes
High: 3 stakes
(per post/video)

Application:
1. Submit this form: Content Creation Bounty Form
Rules:
1. The blog/forum/video must be focused on a relevant topic (at the sole discretion of Fuleex):
the token sale, aspects of the whitepaper, related technology, etc
2. Blog posts must have at least 250 words and forum posts must have at least 100 words.
3. Blogs/forums/videos in languages other than English may also be accepted (at the sole
discretion of Fuleex).
4. All articles must contain links to Fuleex’s website (www.fuleex.com), the Telegram group
(https://t.me/joinchat/D7TS0RLNKRh-23wMcf7TqQ) and the Telegram Channel
(https://t.me/fuleex)
5. Videos/articles with fake views will be disqualified
6. Only original content will be accepted
7. Spamming/posting in wrong sub forums will not be tolerated. Posts deleted or closed by the
forum’s administration will not count.

Twitter
Stakes will be paid depending on followers (at the start of the campaign).
250-749 followers: 1 stake per retweet
750-1499 followers: 2 stakes per retweet
1,500-9999 followers: 4 stakes per retweet
10,000+ followers: 6 stakes per retweet
Minimum 3 retweets per week
Maximum 4 retweets per day, and 20 retweets per week

Application:
1. Follow Fuleex on Twitter (https://twitter.com/Fuleex_)
2. Submit this form: Twitter Bounty Form once you tweets/retweets
Rules:
1. Your twitter audit (https://www.twitteraudit.com/) score must be equal to at least 85% and
only real followers from the last audit will count.
2. Retweets older than 4 days will NOT be counted
3. Tweets/retweets must have a link to the Fuleex’s website or Telegram group AND at least 2
of these hashtags: #Fuleex #Crowdfunding #FEXT #TokenLaunch #TokenSale #Payment

Referral Program
15% of the tokens are reserved for users who refer their friends / family member to sign up
and trade with us. Each user will have their own unique invitation code / invitation link (click
on username >>> invite friends) that they can share with others. You will receive 5 FEXT tokens
in your wallet for every successful referral.
Rules:
1. User must make at least one transaction
2. The referred party has to register using your invitation code / referral link and make at least
one transaction.
3. Tokens will be credited into your account within a month.

Bonus
15% of tokens are reserved for bounty participants who go the extra mile and make a special
effort to promote our Token Sale as well as activities not listed above that helps in the
promotion and marketing of the Token Sale. These tokens will be assigned at the sole
discretion of Fuleex (so we won’t accept any objections to how they are distributed).
Some activities that could be worthy of these tokens are:
Content with an especially high quality or outreach
Opening new channels for the promotion of the sale
Artwork designs / Corporate Videos

